In this paper the T-R{Y} framework is used for proposing a new distribution that called The Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet} distribution. We study in details the properties of this distribution including hazard function, quantile Function, the skewness, the kurtosis, transformation, Rényi entropy, and moment generating function. Estimate of the parameters will be obtained using the MLE method. We present a simulation study and fit the distribution to two real data sets.
Introduction
Data generated are increasing in volume and variety as well as in other directions, this increase in variety created the need for new families of distribution to model these data. The most dependable way that is used widely nowadays is the combination of distributions. This way is based on *Corresponding author: E-mail: rashaabdelatty1@gmail.com combining different classical or new distributions to generate a new one which have new properties that can give a better fit to the data than any other distribution. Beta generated approach was introduced for the first time by [1] who used the property that the cdf of any distribution and the beta random variable are between 0 and 1. So they used the beta distribution as the generator to introduce the beta-generated family of distributions with the cdf 1) and the pdf
where, f(x) and F(x) are the pdf and the cdf of any random variable, and B(α, β) denotes the beta function. Many distributions were proposed that use Eugene's idea such as; beta-normal, betaGumbel, beta-Fréchet, beta-exponential, beta generalized half-normal, beta-Weibull, and many other families. For more details one can refer to [2] .
[3] suggested using the Kumaraswamy distribution as an alternative to the beta distribution that shares many properties with the beta distribution while being easier to handle in several ways. [4] combined the work of [1] and [3] . They replaced the beta distribution in beta generated family by the Kumaraswamy distribution (Kw), to propose the Kumaraswamy generated families with cdf; 2) and the pdf
where f(x) and F(x) are the pdf and cdf of some random variables. Many families were proposed that use Cordeiro's idea such as, the Kw-Weibull distribution, the Kumaraswamy exponentiated Lomax distribution, and many other distributions.
[5] proposed a general method for generating families of distributions, the transformed transformers family (T-X family), which allows the use of any continuous pdf as a generator instead of beta or Kumaraswamy. This method depends on three functions (R, F and W) where R and F being the cdf's of two random variables T and X and the W(.) function is used to link the support of T to the range of X, T defined on [a, b] . The cdf of the T-X family is given by
with the pdf
[6] were the first who proposed the T-X{Y} family of distributions by replacing W(.) in the T-X(W) family with the quantile function of a random variable Y. [7] re-defined the T-X{Y} as T-R{Y}, with cdf; 4) and pdf
where FT (x), FR(x), FY (x) are respectively the cdf of the random variables T, R, and Y. With the pdf's fT (x), fR(x), and fY (x). Based on the frame of T-R{Y} with different R or Y many families were proposed.
[7] Used (R) as Normal distribution to propose the family of T-Normal{Y} distributions. Based on this new family four subfamilies were generated with different quantile functions. Four new generalized distributions developed namely, the Weibull-Normal{exponential}, the exponentialNormal{log-logistic}, the logistic-Normal {logistic}, and the logistic-Normal{extreme value}.
[8] replaced (R) with gamma distribution to propose the family of T-gamma{Y} distributions with five subfamilies based on different quantile functions. They defined three new generalized distributions namely the Weibull-gamma{exponential}, the Weibull-gamma{log-logistic} and the Cauchy-gamma{logistic}. For example, Alzaatreh et al. (2014) Used (R) as Normal distribution to propose the family of T-Normal{Y} distributions.
[9] used (R) as Weibull distribution to propose family of T-Weibull{Y} distribution with six subfamilies based on different quantile functions. They defined five new distributions; the (W-U{LL})-Weibull{uniform}, the Lomax-Weibull{log-logistic}, the exponential-Weibull{Fréchet}, the Cauchy-Weibull{logistic} and the Weibull Logistic-Weibull{extreme value}.
[10] used (R) as Cauchy distribution for defining the T-Cauchy{Y} family. They defined and studied the gamma-Cauchy{exponential} distribution as a new distribution.
[11] used the generalized lambda distribution (GLDs) Instead of Y in generating the T-R{generalized lambda}, with four new distributions; namely, the uniform-exponential{generalized lambda}, the normal-uniform {generalized lambda}, the pareto-Weibull{generalized lambda} and the log-logisticlogistic{generalized lambda}.
Using the T-R{Y} framework [12] proposed the T-Burr{Y} family of distributions. They generated three new distributions, namely, Gamma-Burr{log-logistic}, Dagum-Burr{Weibull} and Weibull-Burr{Lomax}.
[13] proposed the T-BurrIII{Y} family of distributions with four new distributions. They defined the log logistic-BurrIII{Weibull}, the Gumbel-BurrIII{logistic}, the Normal-BurrIII{logistic}, and the exponential-BurrIII{Lomax} distributions.
In what follows a new distribution that belongs to the T-R{Y} family is introduced using a new combination of three distributions. With T as Lomax distribution, R as Gumbel distribution, and Y as Fréchet distribution, we define the Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet} distribution, and study its properties in details analytically with the help of simulation, and discuss some applications of real data. This paper is outlined as follows; In section (2) the cdf, pdf and the hazard function of the new distribution are presented. In section (3) we present some relations of the Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet} distribution with some well-known distributions in particular the Lomax, the Kumaraswamy, the standard uniform, and the Beta prime distribution. In section (4) some properties, as the quantile function, the Rényi Entropy, and the moment generating function of the distribution are given. In section (5) parameters estimation are given. In section (6) we present the simulation study. In section (7) an application to some real data is presented. In section (8) our conclusions are presented.
The New Distribution
Let R be a random variable follows the Gumbel distribution with the following cdf and pdf
Let Y be a random variable follows the Fréchet distribution with cdf and pdf
and quantile function
Replacing u in the last equation with FR(x) defined in (2.1), we get
Let T be be a random variable follows the Lomax distribution with cdf and pdf
Then, the cdf of the Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet} distribution can be generated by substituting (2.2),
Let βδ = γ, κσ = ω, then the cdf of the Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet} with four parameters will be
where the corresponded pdf is
Taking µ = 0 and ω = 1, then with out loss of generality the cdf and the pdf of the LomaxGumbel{Fréchet} with two parameters abbreviated as L-G{F} take the form
In this paper we concern ourself with the Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet} with two parameters (L-G{F}) defined in (2.6) and (2.7). 
Hazard Function
The hazard function can be obtained using the form;
.
The hazard function of the L-G{F} distribution with the location parameter µ and shape parameters α and γ is;
The limiting behaviors of of the hazard function is given by; 
Transformation
The following Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, showing the relationships between the L-G{F} and the Lomax distribution, the Kumaraswamy distribution, and the standard uniform distribution are easily proved from basic definitions. 
Proposition 3.2. If a random variable T follows the Kumaraswamy distribution with the pdf
follows the L-G{F}.
Proposition 3.3. If a random variable T follows the standard uniform distribution with the cdf;
F (t) = t, and the pdf; f (t) = 1, then the random variable X = ln 
Some Properties of the L-G{F} distribution.
In this section we study some properties of the L-G{F} distribution, the quantile function, the skewness and the kurtosis, the Rényi Entropy, and the moment generating function as follows
Quantile Function
The quantile function of the L-G{F} distribution can be obtained from the cdf of the distribution in (2.6) as follows; [14] gives definitions for skewness (Sk) and kurtosis (Ku) via the quantile function Q as
Skewness and Kurtosis
) .
The skewness (Sk) of the L-G{F} distribution is
The kurtosis (Ku) of the L-G{F} distribution is From equations (4.2) and (4.3) we noted that, neither Skewness nor kurtosis of the L-G{F} distribution depends on the value of γ, but it depends only on the value of α. From Figure 4 .1, we notice that
• When α increases the skewness decreases.
• When α = 1 the distribution will be symmetric.
From Figure 4.2 , we notice that
• Approximately when α < 0.48 the Kurtosis increases as α increases.
• Approximately when α ≥ 0.48 the Kurtosis decreases as α increases.
Rényi Entropy
It is best interpreted as a measure of the heterogeneity of the distribution of a random variable X. Shannon introduced a definition of entropy in a seminal paper in 1948. [15] introduced the notion of entropy of order ρ defined as
Rényi's entropy approaches Shanon's entropy as ρ → 1. Rényi's entropies of order ρ are compared with descriptive measures of economic diversity. The entropy of a random variable X is a descriptive parameter of X or its probability distribution that measure uncertainty of X. Proof: substituting the pdf (2.7) in (4.4), gives 6) where
Proposition 4.1. The Rényi entropy of the random variable X having the L-G{F} for some real values ρ > 0 and ρ ̸ = 1 is
For I1, using the following binomial expansion
and assuming we can exchange the integration and summation operations, we get
For I2, using the following binomial expansion
Substituting (4.7) and (4.8) in (4.6) then 9) substituting (4.9) in (4.4) then; we get the the Rényi entropy of the random variable having the L-G{F} in (4.5).
Moment Generating Function
Let X be a random variable having the L-G{F} distribution, then the moment generating function can be obtained using the form MX (t) = E(e tX ).
Proposition 4.2. The moment generating function for the random variable following the L-G{F} distribution is
(4.10)
Proof:
For M1, using the binomial expansion, we get
For M2, using the binomial expansion, we get
Substituting (4.12) and (4.13) in (4.11) then we get the the moment generating function of the random variable having the L-G{F} in (4.10).
Parameter's Estimation;
In this section we use the Maximum Likelihood method in estimating the parameters of the L-G{F} distribution and in obtaining the information matrix of it.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
Let x1, x2, ..., xn be iid random variables of size n from the Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet} distribution. The log likelihood function L(xi, α, γ) of the Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet}distribution is given by
Taking the first partial differentiating L(xi, α, γ) with respect to α, and γ yields
Parameters estimate can be realized by equating (5.1) and (5.2) to 0, and solving them numerically. Obtaining the information matrix requires the following quantities
Simulation Study
In Corresponding to each Combine of α and γ include 1000 samples were used to compute the summary statistics absolute estimates. Relative absolute value of the bias, (Rbias), and the scaled root of mean square error, (SRMSE). We report the data in Table 6 .1. From Table 6 .1 one can notices that in general the Rbias and the SRMSE decreases as the sample size increases which indicates that the MLE is an accepted method and we can depend on it in estimating the parameters of the L-G{F} distribution. 
Application to Real Data
In this section we fit the L-G{F} distribution to two different real life data. We compared the L-GF with the other fitted distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic, (K-S), the loglikelihood value, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC).
Real Life Dataset 7.1
The data set contains remission times (in months) of a sample of size 128 bladder cancer patients. This data was used to fit the Beta Pareto distribution (BP) and the Beta-exponentiated Pareto distribution (BEP) [16] . Also it was used to fit the Cauchy-Weibull {logistic} distribution (C-W{L}) [9] . Using the same data set, we compare the L-G{F} distribution (new) with three distributions; the BP distribution, the BEP distribution, and the three-parameter C-W{L} and the results are reported in Table 7 .1. From Table 7 .1, one can notice that the L-GF distribution provides a better fit to the data than the BP, the BEP and the C-W{L} with the smallest KS, AIC and BIC. Plots of the cdf and pdf of the BP, BEP, (C-W{L}) and L-G{F} distributions fitted to data 7.1 are given respectively in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. 
Real Life Dataset 7.2
This data set represents the waiting times (in minutes) before service of 100 bank customers. it was examined and analyzed by [17] 
Conclusion
In this paper, we generated two new distributions the Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet} with 4 parameters and the Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet} with 2 parameters. These distributions defined as a member in the T-R{Y} framework. Interest was turned mainly to the two parameters Lomax-Gumbel{Fréchet} (L-G{F}). The relationship between the distribution and some classical distributions was indicated, The details of some properties of the distribution was investigated as; the hazard function, the quantile function, and the moment generating function. The maximum likelihood method was used to estimate the parameters of the new distribution from two real data sets as well as numerical simulation study. In case of the two real data use in the study the L-G{F} distribution give a better fit than the BP, the BEP, the C-W{L}, the Exponential and the Lindley distribution.
